We study the time-like geodesic congruences, in the space-time geometry of a Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by quintessence. The nature of effective potential along with the structure of the possible orbits for test particles in view of the different values of quintessence parameter are analysed in detail. An increase in quintessence parameter is seen to set the particles from farther distance into motion around black hole. The effect of quintessence parameter is investigated analytically wherever possible otherwise we perform the numerical analysis to probe the structure of possible orbits. It is observed that there exist a number of different possible orbits for a test particle in case of non-radial geodesics, such as circular (stable as well as unstable) bound orbits, radially plunge and fly-by orbits, whereas no bound orbits exist in case of radial geodesics. Using the geodesic deviation equations, we obtain the corresponding deviation vector and find that the quintessence assists the divergence of neighbouring geodesics in both the radial and transverse directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current cosmological observation from supernovae type Ia (SNe Ia), the cosmic microwave background (CMB), baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and Hubble measurements predicts that our universe is going through a phase of accelerating expansion, favoring to the existence of some unknown form of energy with a large negative pressure, named as dark energy. To determine the nature behind this unknown energy and to analyse its consequences on the other observable quantities, has become one of the most fascinating tasks at present among the groups working mainly in cosmology and particle physics. There are several candidates for dark energy, such as cosmological constant [1, 2] , phantom [3] [4] [5] [6] , quintessence [7] [8] [9] , K-essence [10, 11] and quintom [12] [13] [14] . Basically, the difference between these candidates for dark energy lies in the magnitude of equation of state parameter (ǫ) which is the ratio of pressure to energy density of dark energy. In recent years, several models attributed to the presence of mysterious dark energy [15, 16] and Quintessence are proposed [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The simplest and the most consistent one with the observations is the vacuum energy model (i.e. ǫ = −1), which is also termed as the cosmological constant (Λ) model. However, due to some of the theoretical issues namely the fine-tuning and cosmic coincidence problems associated to this model, a wide range of alternative scenarios has been proposed time and again in the literature. Among such alternative models, the quintessence scalar field model, whose equation of state varies slowly with the cosmic expansion and mimics Λ, remains the most popular one with the ǫ lying in the range of −1 ≤ ǫ ≤ −1/3. It would therefore be interesting to investigate the motion of test particles in the background of a Schwarzschild black hole spacetime surrounded by the quintessence. Although, the effect of this dark energy is much negligible at our local universe, but its existence cannot be denied to have an impact on our universe at any scale.
In General Relativity (GR), the curvature and geometry of the space-time play crucial role as space-time is curved with the presence of matter fields [25] [26] [27] [28] . In general, the effects of the curvature in a given space-time is studied through the Geodesic Deviation Equations (GDE) [29] [30] [31] , the equations which describe the relative acceleration of two neighbouring geodesics in diversified scenario [27, 28, [32] [33] [34] [35] . So, the GDE not only provide us an elegant description about the structure of a space-time, but also all the important relations (mainly Raychaudhuri equation [36] [37] [38] , appropirate Mattig relation, etc) can be obtained by solving the GDE for the time-like, null and space-like geodesic congruences.
In the present work, we consider the evolving quintessence scalar field dark energy model and study the geodesics around a Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by such scalar field.
In particular, the study of geodesic structures and nature of effective potential for radial and non-radial geodesics with different values of quintessence parameter are discussed in Section II in detail. The behaviour of orbits of a test particle is then analysed for different shapes of effective potential accordingly in Section III. Section IV is mainly concerned about the geodesic deviation, in which the behaviour of geodesic deviation vector along a time-like geodesic near singularities is investigated and the nature of tidal effects between nearby test particles in the above mentioned space-time geometry are examined. We summarise our results in Section V.
II. THE QUINTESSENCE SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE SPACE-TIME
We consider a Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by quintessence scalar field whose equation of state parameter is given by the energy density of quintessence field reduces to a form:
where the values of ǫ lie in the range of −1 < ǫ < − (as discussed in [39] ). Here α is the normalization factor. With the fact that the energy density of scalar field, ρ Φ is always a positive quantity and ǫ, a negative value, the normalization factor α has to be a positive value as we have already introduced a negative signature in the expression of ρ Φ . Under such environment of quintessence, the metric of Schwarzschild black hole acquires the following form,
where
with the black hole mass, M. One recovers the Schwarzschild black hole in the limit of α = 0, whereas with ǫ = −1 the metric reduces to the Schwarzschild black hole with cosmological constant. The geodesic equations and its constraint equations are given by,
Here dot denotes the differentiation with respect to the affine parameter τ and x µ being the space time coordinates. One can set e = 0 or 1, which corresponds to null or timelike geodesics respectively. The geodesic equations for the metric we considered take the following
where the prime denotes the differentiation with respect to r. The time-like constraint on the trajectories is given by
Using above mentioned eqs. (2.5a)-(2.6), one can easily study the behaviour of geodesic equations on the equatorial plane like in case of Schwarzschild black hole.
A. Geodesic equations on the equatorial plane and effective potential
We consider the equatorial plane (i.e. θ = π/2) and with this, one can integrate eq.
(2.5a) and eq. (2.5d) which leads to:ṫ
where the integrating constants C 1 and C 2 correspond to the conserved total energy E and the conserved angular momentum L of a test particle respectively. Substituting the above eq.
(2.7a) and eq. (2.7b) along with θ = π/2 in the constraint eq. (2.6), the energy conservation equation for the time-like geodesic reads as
where V ef f is defined as an effective potential and is expressed as:
(2.8b)
Here the first three terms come out to be exactly same as that of the standard Schwarzschild (i) If E > E 4 (as the case of E = E 5 , where E is the energy of incoming test particle) the particle will fall directly into the singularity starting from rest (a finite distance).
In such cases we expect a plunge orbit in which the particle comes in from infinity, moves part way around the central mass and then plunges into the center.
(ii) If E = E 4 , the particle has an unstable circular orbit at point F in the fig. (3) , it may fall into the singularity beyond this, depending on initial energy conditions of the particle.
(iii) If E > 1 − α (as the case of E = E 3 ), the particle will have a fly-by orbit, i.e.
the particle comes from infinity, moves towards the center and after approaching a minimum distance (say point D in the fig. (3) ), it flies again back towards the infinity.
(iv) If E = E 2 , the particle shows a bounded circular motion between points B and C which represent aphelion and perihelion distances respectively.
(v) If E = E 1 , with this energy particle strikes the minima of potential energy curve.
This represents the possibility of bounded circular motion with radius equivalent to the distance of the minima (i.e. point A in the fig. (3) ).
A. Analytic solution for the orbits of test particle In fig. (4) , we present explicitly all the possible orbits of the test particle corresponding to the discussions made above with different values of energy E.
4(a). Orbit for particle energy E corresponding to E 2 (= 0.882) in fig. (3) , clearly shows a bound motion of the particle between points B and C.
4(b). Orbit for particle energy E corresponding to E 3 (= 1.211) in fig. (3) , an existence of fly-by orbit with turning point at D is displaying.
4(c). Orbit for particle energy E corresponding to E 4 (= 1.41) and we observe an unstable circular orbit at some point (say F as in fig. (3) ).
4(d). Orbit for particle energy E corresponding to E > E 4 (= 1.5) in fig. (3) , as expected it
shows the presence of a terminating orbit. 
B. Circular orbits
Analysis of extremum points for effective potential energy (i.e.
dV ef f dr = 0) for ǫ = −1/3 leads to the following condition for r,
which implies,
One can visualise easily from eq. (3.1) that with α = 1, the extrema become imaginary numbers such that α cannot have unit value. Therefore, the value of α is confined within 0 < α < 1. However at α = 0, the standard Schwarzschild case is recovered automatically.
The effective potential has one maximum and one minimum if α < 0.01 and L/M > √ 12.
The maximum lies above V ef f = 0 if α < 0.005 and L/M > √ 12 irrespective of r value.
Larger circular orbit locates the minima of potential energy, hence it corresponds to orbit of Ist kind, presenting a Stable Circular Orbit with radius r c . It is shown in fig. (5) that due to the presence of quintessence, the radius of stable circular orbits is shifted to larger distance from center as compared to the case of Schwarzschild black hole without quintessence. However, for ǫ = −1/3, the condition of innermost stable circular orbit,
2 can be obtained from the condition on stable circular
For α = 0, this condition for ISCO reduces to the pure Schwarzschild case.
C. Numeric solution for orbits of test particles
The numeric solutions for the possible orbits of test particles are presented in the absence of corresponding exact analytic solutions. On analysing the orbit for test particles at some particular energy E but for various angular momentum L values (refer to fig. (6c) and fig. (6d) ), it is found that particles with
smaller L values are set into circular motion around black hole from larger distances. fig. (7) ), the particle will have only a kind of terminating orbit, i.e the particle will start form infinity and finally will drop into a singularity.
If E > E c (see
2. If E = E c , the particle will have an unstable circular orbit at this point (say P in fig. (7)) with a radius r = r c .
3. If E < E c , the particle will either plunge into the singularity for the radii r < r c or fly back to the infinity for r > r c .
Therefore, no bound orbits are possible for radial geodesics. The only possible orbits are either terminating or fly by orbits.
IV. GEODESIC DEVIATION
Another interesting way to observe the effect of quintessence field is through the equation of geodesic deviation, which depicts the relative acceleration of some test particles falling freely in the gravitational field of a black hole. The study of geodesic deviation not only enables to understand the physical effects of the gravitational field but one can also get a clear idea about the effect of quintessence field on the geometry of the space time. We follow the method of [40] , in order to derive the equation of geodesic deviation (Jacobi field equation)
where v a represents a vector tangent to geodesic and η a , a vector which shows the connection between two neighbouring geodesics. Generally, the Jacobi field equation is studied by 
As usual, eq. (4.4a) represents the tidal force effect in radial direction while the eq. (4.4b) and eq. (4.4c) manifest the pressure or compression effects in the transverse directions. The standard geodesic deviation equations for the Schwarzschild black hole can be recovered once α is set to zero. For the case of freely falling particles with zero angular momentum (L=0), the relation between radial coordinate r and the affine parameter τ can be obtained easily as
With eq. (4.5), one can rewrite the system of geodesics deviation eqs. (4.4), in term of radial coordinate derivative such as:
We further study the above equations, providing some specific values of ǫ as considered before (i.e. ǫ = −1/3, −2/3, −1).
For ǫ = − 1 3
and with E 2 = 1 − α, deviation eqs. (4.6) exactly reduce to the form of the standard Schwarzschild case with the energy difference of α factor. The corresponding solutions of geodesic equations are given by:
where C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 are constants of integration. Instead of E 2 = 1 − α, if we consider E 2 = 1, then the solutions of deviation equations take the following forms:
with a new set of constant of integrations D 1 , D 2 , D 3 and D 4 . Here we found that along with the similar dependency on r of the standard Schwarzschild solutions, there are many more extra terms appeared due to the presence of quintessence field around the black-hole. The consequences of these additional terms will discuss at the end of this section.
As it is difficult to obtain an exact solution for geodesic deviation eqs. (4.6) for ǫ = − 2 3 case. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to a particular choice, αr = 1 − 2M r , which represents the condition of horizon for this specific value of ǫ. Then, the generalized geodesic deviation equations reduce to the following set of equations (with E 2 = 1),
and corresponding components of deviation vectors are come out to be: , for ǫ = −1, we again rewrite the system of deviation equations with a new horizon condition, αr 2 = 1 − 2M/r into the following forms:
and give the solutions with E 2 = 1 as: where A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and A 4 are integration constants.
In fig. (8) , we show the behaviour of radial as well as transverse components of deviation vector η(r), for some specific initial conditions, quoted in the same figure. One can see from fig. (8a) that an initially converging geodesics can diverge apart with r. It is also seen that with increasing the negative values of ǫ (say ǫ = -1 case), η(r) first reduces and then increases further. On the other hand, in case of initially diverging geodesics (see fig. (8b) )they still remain divergent even in the presence of quintessence but at different rate. From fig. (8c) and fig. (8d) , the evolution of transverse component of deviation vector η(θ) shows that an initially converging geodesic will converge further along radial direction but rate of convergence will reduce as ǫ increases. While an initially diverging geodesic will get diverge further with r. However, the effect of quintessence parameter in the transverse component of deviation vector is showing opposite as compared to the case of radial component. Hence, in the transverse direction, as the negative value of ǫ increases, the rate of divergence also increases along with radial coordinate r.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have investigated the geodesic motion for time-like geodesics in the background of Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by quintessence field. Some of the important results are summarised below:
• The effective potential for Schwarzschild black hole with quintessence contains an extra term which depends on the behavior of scalar field. Therefore, the nature of effective potential and thus the geodesic trajectories depend on the black hole parameters as well as quintessence parameter. For a large negative value of quintessence parameter ǫ, the potential does not have minima which clearly indicates the absence of a stable circular orbit for test particle in such case.
• In case of non-radial geodesics, there exists all possible motion of orbits, i.e circular bound orbits (stable and unstable), radially plunge and fly-by types of orbits whereas no bound orbits are observed for a test particle in case of time-like radial geodesics. The effect of quintessence field is more enhanced for relatively smaller angular momentum (L) in all the cases.
• As an artifact of the presence of quintessence field, the stable circular orbit of the test particle has a larger radius compare to that of Schwarzschild black hole without quintessence. Similarly, in case of unbound orbits the test particles from larger distance are set into circular motions around center, as negative value of ǫ increases.
• In radial direction, quintessence assists the divergence of geodesics. Even initially converging geodesics may diverge further if negative value of ǫ increases. While this attribute is absent in transverse direction. However, initially diverging geodesics diverge further in both the radial and transverse directions, but rate of divergence increases with the increase of negativity in the ǫ value for transverse direction.
• At the singularity r = 0, the radial component η r of geodesic deviation vector becomes infinite, while the transverse components η θ and η φ vanish. We observe that the behaviour of geodesic deviation vector in the space-time used is qualitatively similar to Schwarzschild black hole but quantitatively it differs in both the radial as well as transverse directions as presented in the representative plots (see fig. (8) ).
It would be interesting to study the kinematics of geodesic flows in the background of Schwarzschild black hole with quintessence. For this, one needs to solve the Raychaudhuri equations for corresponding expansion, shear and rotation (or ESR) variables as an initial value problem. We hope to report on this issue in future.
